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“What’s the matter?” Wiliam asked.
“Come here first. You can’t make it clear for a while. You’ll be clear after reading the ranking chart.”
Liu Yuntian seemed to have something urgent, so he hung up the phone in a hurry.
Wiliam and Song Hanyu rushed to the scene immediately.
The Nine Qualifying Tournament was set within the sect of the Dugu Hongshi.
The Dugu Hong Lion Sect occupies a hill exclusively, and a very empty site is specially vacated on the
hill.
As soon as he entered the Dugu Hongshi, Wiliam felt a kind of traction.
“Well, it’s the breath of my offspring Hongshi.” The Azure Qilin in Wiliam said immediately.
“The breath of a Hongshi? Is it possible that your offspring are still dead?” Wiliam asked curiously.
Azure Qilin said slowly: “I also feel very strange. It stands to reason that the Hongshi should have been
extinct. I didn’t think that there was still a trace of breath left here. It should have fallen into a deep
sleep. Death is better than death. good.”
Following the guidance of Senior Azure Qilin, Wiliam looked not far away.
In the center of this qualifying match, there is a towering sculpture.
It is a sculpture of a black lion, but it is a bit different to say that it is a lion.
Because the lion also grows two very large and narrow wings.
It should be a combination of Hong and Lion…
The breath of the Azure Kylin is slowly escaping from this sculpture.
If there is no Hongshi bloodline or unicorn bloodline, it can’t be noticed at all.
The scene is divided into ten arenas, presenting a circle.
In the middle of the circle, it is full of people standing or sitting.
“Wiliam, here.” Liu Yuntian suddenly shouted not far away.
Wiliam quickly merged with Liu Yuntian.

Liu Yuntian still looked angry, and said: “I miscalculated, I’m sorry Wiliam, I didn’t think that they were
so arrogant this time and blatantly aimed at you, and I didn’t know that their relationship was
connected to it.”
“Let’s talk about it specifically, what’s going on, I’m mad at you.” Wiliam still asked calmly.
“While you look at the ranking chart, let me explain it to you.” Liu Yuntian said, and gave Wiliam a big
ranking chart.
After Liu Yuntian’s detailed explanation, Wiliam understood what was going on.
This time, there are 100 sects and 300 ginseng races in the nine qualifying competitions.
As nine cases, each of them can designate a seeded player to directly advance to the second round.
As the leader of the nine sects and the organizer of this time, Dugu Hongshi has two spots for seed
players.
In other words, ten people directly advanced to the second round, and the remaining 290 people were
divided into ten groups for the first round of elimination.
In this first round, the points did not show any advantages.
After all, as long as you lose, you will be eliminated directly.
The role of points will not officially take effect until the second round begins.
At the beginning of the second round, a lottery was adopted, paired with each other.
The winner advances, the loser enters the loser group, and the game continues.
Until the end, the final ranking is determined, and then the ranking of the sect is ranked according to
the points.
And what Liu Yuntian said that Wiliam was targeted refers to the group that Wiliam is currently in.
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Wiliam was placed in the tenth group and the last group.
In the last group of 29 people, there are actually two people with fragrant flowers and blood, two
strange swords covering the sky, and three heroes of the Canglang.
In other words, except for the seeded players of Xianghua Lixue and Qijian Zhuangtian, the three sects
who have been taught by Wiliam have all pressed their strength into the tenth group, and they are
ready to directly attack Wiliam in the knockout round and let him His age advantage was not played in
the second round.
And this is scary enough!
You must know that there are ten groups at the scene, and there are more than 90 small and
medium-sized sects.

Now the two Nine Sects plus one of the strongest sects under the Nine Sects have gathered into this
tenth group, and the tenth group has become an absolute death group!
The pressure on the other groups was reduced a lot in an instant.
It’s more than that!
If this were the case, Liu Yuntian would not be so angry anymore.
Excluding Wiliam and the three sects, the remaining 21 people are all from the vassal sects or alliance
forces of Qijian Zhetian or Fragrant Flowers.
In other words, except for Wiliam, the other 28 people are all in the same group.
All plan to snipe Wiliam!
With such a ranking, a discerning person knew at a glance that there was a problem, and Wiliam was
targeted too clearly.
But outsiders didn’t understand, they just kept jokingly saying: “The people in Jinyu Volley are too
miserable. They fall into the group of death, and they don’t know how to die.”
“You said they couldn’t be too much. This sort of ranking must be done in a dark box, but I don’t know
what level of relationship they have opened up, and I am angry.” After Liu Yuntian explained, he still
looked angrily.
But Wiliam smiled, “Nothing, just for fun. Even if Jin Yu volleyed without me, you should trust Aunt
Song.”
“I’m not talking about this! Do you know? According to the usual practice, those who are on stage will
live and die! They are going to gather strength to kill you! If you lose, that’s okay! I’m afraid of you. I
was accidentally killed by them directly on the court!” Liu Yuntian said that there was actually another
worry in his heart.
The nine sects berserk Wiliam before, this is a very correct decision.
Grabbing it means that Zongmen’s strength has jumped to a higher level.
But not being able to grab it doesn’t actually mean anything.
When he was really on the court, Wiliam’s advantage could only be brought into play on the basis of
absolute strength.
But those nine sects, I don’t know what kind of monsters they have hidden and let them out this time.
Just like Jin Yu volley found Chi Zhan.
So even if Wiliam won or lost, Liu Yuntian was worried about his life and death.
“Nothing, I will naturally have a way to save my life.” Wiliam smiled and patted Liu Yuntian on the
shoulder in fear.
“Yeah! So your first task here is to save your life!” Liu Yuntian urged again and again.

If he knew that Wiliam would be targeted so obviously, Liu Yuntian might not recommend Wiliam to
participate.
But now there is no way to change it.
“Well, it is estimated that the game is about to start. Many people have walked out of the Duguhong
Lion Sect.” Liu Yuntian suddenly pointed to the group of people who came slowly and said.
Wiliam followed his gaze.
Walking in the forefront are three extraordinary people, but they are all covered in black clothes and
can’t see their faces clearly.
“These three were sent by the Six Methods to serve as referees, but I still don’t know which three
sects they came from? Otherwise, I can find relationships in advance.” Liu Yuntian whispered to
Wiliam.
However, he didn’t realize that when Wiliam saw one of the three, the corners of his mouth twitched
directly.
The way the man in black was walking, walked out of a step that the six relatives did not recognize.
Wiliam was familiar with it.

